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Announcement of China Railway Group Limited on
Entering into of the Strategic Cooperation Framework Agreement
The board of directors of China Railway Group Limited (the “Company”) and all the
directors hereby undertake that this announcement does not have any false or
misleading statements or any material omissions, and assume the joint and several
liability for the truthfulness, accuracy and completeness of the contents.

Important Information:
• Major risk and uncertainty on performance: this Agreement is only a guidance and basic
document for the parties to commence strategic cooperation. The specific cooperation methods
and cooperation projects will be negotiated and agreed separately. There are therefore still
uncertainties in the implementation of this Agreement.
• Impact on the results of the listed company for the current year: The performance of this
Agreement will not have a material impact on the operating results of the Company for the year
2018.

I. Basic Information on the Entering into of the Framework Agreement
On 19 September 2018, the Company and the People’s Government of Chengdu entered into
the Agreement on Deepening Cooperation (hereinafter, this “Agreement” or this “Cooperation
Agreement”).
This Agreement is a cooperative framework agreement and is not required to be proposed to
the board of directors or shareholders’ general meeting of the Company for approval at this
stage. Upon confirmation of the details of investment cooperation, the Company will perform
relevant decision-making and approval process according to the provisions and requirements
of laws, regulations, normative documents and company policies, including the Rules
Governing the Listing of Stocks on the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Articles of
Association.

II. Main Contents of the Framework Agreement
The Company and the People’s Government of Chengdu will focus on accelerating the
construction of Chengdu as a beautiful and liveable park city, deepening the implementation of
the “three-step” strategy, and fully implementing the urban space strategy to “advance the east,
expand the south, control the west, reconstruct the north, improve the center” to commence
investment cooperation, and further enhance the level of the new-round cooperation between
the two parties in terms of significant infrastructure projects in Chengdu, including the metro,
low-speed maglev rail transport, tram, expressway, highway, airport new city, park construction,
affordable housing, land consolidation as well as city betterment and ecological restoration,
comprehensive utility tunnels and sponge city. The Company plans to invest no less than
RMB200 billion in Chengdu during the period of the 13th Five-Year Plan, and part of the
investment may continue to be proceeded during the period of the 14th Five-Year Plan. The
specific project will be negotiated and solved based on the “case by case” principle. Rights and
obligations of each party will be determined by the agreement of the specific project.
III. Impact on the Company
The entering into of this Cooperation Agreement will not have a material impact on the
operating results of the Company for the year 2018. The entering into of this Cooperation
Agreement meets the strategic development needs of the Company, and the parties will
commence business cooperation as important strategic partners in accordance with the
requirements of laws and regulations. The entering into of this Cooperation Agreement allows
the Company to leverage on its business advantages in infrastructure construction and is
beneficial to the Company’s long-term development.
IV. Risk Reminder
The entering into of this Cooperation Agreement has laid a solid foundation for the future
cooperation between the parties. However, this Agreement is only a guidance document for the
parties to commence strategic cooperation. The specific cooperation methods and cooperation
projects will be negotiated and agreed separately, at which point, the Company will, by taking
into account the conditions of the specific projects, fulfil relevant decision-making process and
information disclosure obligations in compliance with the relevant laws.
Investors should make investments rationally and beware of investment risks.
Notice is hereby given.
The Board of Directors of
China Railway Group Limited
20 September 2018

